Robot says
Put your hands in the air
Robot says
Stand up
Robot says
Put your hands in the air

Sit down!

Robot says
Put your hands in the air
Robot says
Point to the door
Robot says
Put your hands in the air
Robot says
Touch the floor
Robot says
Point to your head
Robot says
Touch your clothes
Robot says
Put your hands in the air

Touch your nose!

Robot says
Now dance!
Robot says
Put your hands in the air
Robot says
Point to the door
Robot says
Put your hands in the air
Robot says
Touch the floor
Robot says
Point to your head
Robot says
Touch your clothes
Robot says
Put your hands in the air

Touch your nose!

Robot says
Now dance!

Robot says
Jump up
Robot says
Turn around
Robot says
Put your hands in the air
Robot says
Sit down